[Reliability of fetal pulse oximetry for the detection of fetal acidosis].
Fetal pulse oximetry is a continuous method to exclude the lack of oxygen in cases of non-reassuring fetal heart rate. This study aims at the evaluation of the predictive value of this method concerning the development of fetal acidosis. 136 fetuses with non-reassuring heart rate were monitored by fetal pulse oximetry. In all cases fetal blood pH and base excess were determined repeatedly by fetal blood analysis (FBA). The pH value and base excess in the umbilical artery and scalp blood as well as the changes of pH and base excess were correlated to the duration of low, medium and high fetal oxygen saturation (FSpO (2)). Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values were calculated for the assumption that "FSpO (2) < or = 30 % for at least 10 or 15 minutes" predicts a pH or base excess in the umbilical artery and in FBA of < 7.1/7.15/7.2 or < or = -4/8/12 mmol/L and a decline of pH (base excess) by more than 0.05 (0.1) pH units (4 mmol/L). A highly significant negative correlation was found between umbilical artery and FBA pH and base excess as well as the change of both and the duration of low oxygen saturation. Additionally the change of FBA pH depends on the duration of medium FSpO (2). A pH below 7.15 in FBA as well as base excess < or = -12 mmol/L were safely detected by a cut-off of "FSpO (2) < or = 30 % for at least 10 minutes" and pH < 7.1 and base excess < or = -12 mmol/l in FBA in 100 % and 75 %, respectively. A decline of pH by more than 0.1 pH units and of base excess by more than 4 mmol/L were excluded by a negative predictive value of 98 %. In conclusion, medium and progressive acidosis can be reliably excluded by fetal pulse oximetry.